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A Letter by a 2013 Entrepreneur to CEO Workshop
Participant to CETAC-WEST
Recently I was asked to comment on my experience of participating in the CETACWEST Entrepreneur to CEO Workshop, February 11-15, 2013.
In my opinion, this workshop is a “rite of passage” in a personal journey
of transitioning from an entrepreneur mindset to that of a CEO. It is five days
of full-immersion into learning what it takes to be a business leader.

foreword

My favorite part of the week is the peer case-studies done in groups, where
the leaders of the businesses being studied are present. Participants are shown
what the difference is between working IN your business and ON your business.
At this workshop a temporary community is formed of like-minded individuals
who are all in pursuit of business excellence and success. Ideas are exchanged,
challenges discussed and victories celebrated. Whether participants were in their
20s or their 60s, all were united by the common goal of continuous improvement.
Fortunately, as part of the week there are Mentors who participate that have
already realized (and in many cases exceeded) their business goals and now want
to give back. This in an opportunity to learn from those who have walked your
same path and are willing to share their experiences, with the intention
of making your own Entrepreneur to CEO journey shorter and less painful.
The week will challenge you to face questions about your business and yourself
that you may not have considered before. If you are open to it, you can achieve
a great deal of new awareness and growth.
I’d recommend the CETAC-WEST Entrepreneur to CEO Workshop to anyone
who wants to learn how to take their great idea or innovation and turn it into
a business.

David Westdorp

Direct:
(778) 994-3414
Toll Free: (888) 708-8885
www.rdanatech.com
David Westdorp
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CETAC-WEST
Entrepreneur to CEO Workshop
February 11 - 15, 2013
Once a year at the Banff Centre for Management up to 80 entrepreneurs
and small business owners gather to share entrepreneurial experiences.
Here, they discuss their business visions, strategies, opportunities,

workshop
summary

trials, and tribulations with a single goal in mind: to walk away with an
enhanced ability to manage their Small-to-Medium Sized Enterprise
(SME). To facilitate this understanding, knowledgeable mentors, speakers
and special guests contribute their own stories of growth to aid attendees
in understanding they are not alone in this journey.
Attendees are typically new CETAC-WEST clients engaged in commercializing environmental technologies. The numerous repeat attendees
that also join the group, some who have been in attendance for several
consecutive years, often express their amazement as to how they continue to absorb increasingly diverse skills and apply these learnings to their
developing SME.
Motivated by CETAC-WEST alumni, mentors and special guests,
attendees are given the opportunity to take a fresh perspective on
business essentials not only during the daily sessions but also while
taking part in the networking and evening mentoring sessions. Every
evening after the information-packed sessions, entrepreneurs, mentors
and infrastructure representatives take part in some informal but
extremely beneficial networking at the Mentor’s Corner and Meeting
Point. Here, some attendees may take this time simply to unwind and
reflect on the day’s activities, continuing to expand their network relationships and opportunities. Others seize the opportunity to sign up for a
session with a pair of CETAC-WEST Mentors who, based on their areas of
expertise, are matched with the SME to offer some one-on-one advice on
business growth and technology commercialization.
Networking and mentoring opportunities remain abundant throughout the week during breaks and meal times to ensure each attendee
7

seizes every opportunity for sharing experiences and increasing the
visibility of their growing SME.

Knowledgeable
mentors, speakers

At the conclusion of the gruelling week which often includes
16-hour days of thoughtful effort, attendees echo learnings in
the pillars of small business – the value of the network, a strong
business strategy, knowing your gross margin and understanding
cash flow, reading the market, knowing your client’s pain, manag-

and special guests
contribute
their own stories

ing risk, and much more. And as the Workshop comes to a close, the

of growth

benefits of the 5-day retreat cited by entrepreneurs include a lasting

to aid attendees

network of colleagues, mentors and industry support. Perhaps
the most gratifying outcome for CETAC-WEST is the unanimous

in understanding

feedback from attendees of their desire to return the following year

they are not alone

to gain additional business wisdoms as their business continues to

in this journey.

evolve and grow.
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1996 Banff, Alberta
Group photo of attendees at the first Entrepreneur to CEO Workshop

The remarkable growth and success
of the CETAC-WEST Entrepreneur to CEO
Workshop
In 1996, approximately two dozen entrepreneurs gathered to take part in
CETAC-WEST’s first Entrepreneur to CEO Workshop in Banff, Alberta. Since
then, the small business retreat has gained an industry-wide reputation for
bringing entrepreneurs and innovators together to reflect on small business
fundamentals communicated through various well-facilitated sessions and
an exchange of practical learning between attendees, experienced CETACWEST alumni, mentors, and invited guests.
Seventeen years later some 80 entrepreneurs participated in this
year’s 5-day retreat. While attendees are usually CETAC-WEST’s clients,
this year’s mix included clients from other organizations such as Alberta
Innovates Technology Futures (AITF), the Kootenay Rockies Innovation
Council (KRIC), and Ag-West Bio Inc. therefore creating valuable opportunities
for network-building across industries and geographic regions. Mentors have
9

also become an important component of the Entrepreneur to CEO
Workshop, and this year there were between six and eight CETACWEST Mentors available for discussion throughout the retreat to
guide entrepreneurs as they make important decisions throughout
the commercialization of their product or service.

The CETAC-WEST
Entrepreneur to CEO
Workshop has
gained an industry-wide

In the spirit of the Workshop, CETAC-WEST staff and Mentors
appointed two Workshop Sheriffs who
kept participants in line and on
time. Any rule breaking such
as arriving late to the 8:30 am
start, ringing cell phones and
even being spotted a bit too late
after the evening Quiet Room
networking sessions allowed the
Sheriffs to fine those guilty, taking no
mercy on those who were caught. With proceeds going to charity,
the Sheriffs kept attendees on task and reminded this year’s group
that “time is money.”
The material presented at the Entrepreneur to CEO Workshop
was targeted at SMEs at varying stages of commercialization with
suitable themes for each of the five days including leadership,
business strategy, marketing strategy, financial statements and risk
management. It was important for the attendees to go through the
demanding process together as a group. Exercises at the Workshop
stressed the importance of collaboration and that each SME attend-

reputation for
bringing
entrepreneurs
and innovators
together to reflect
on small business
fundamentals
in well-facilitated
sessions with an
exchange of practical
learning between
attendees, experienced
CETAC-WEST alumni,
mentors and
invited guests.

ing was not alone in their journey.
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1
monday

Leadership, Vision, Perseverance
and Courage:
Entrepreneur Interview
In Monday evening’s Entrepreneur Interview segment, participants
enjoyed an inspirational and often humorous talk from long-term CETACWEST client, Hermann Kramer of Roke Technologies Ltd. (Roke) who
shared the unique strategies that brought his business to where it is
today.
An engineer by training, Hermann gained much of his experience
in operations all over the world. To facilitate his return to Canada, he
assumed a sales position with the same employer and although he had
no experience in this area, he soon discovered the importance of loyal
customer relationships, building networks, gaining leadership in the
market, and meeting the promise of a quality delivery.
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A serendipitous encounter led Hermann to start a business
in partnership with an Austrian company providing well-logging
services to the oil and gas industry. This collaboration led to

Hermann Kramer,
President

Hermann’s discovery of Roke, a company with a superior in situ

and CEO of

porosity measurement device but which the original inventor

Roke Technologies Ltd.

had been unable to commercialize. After prolonged negotiation, Hermann and some other partners purchased Roke and the

highlighted
the importance

technology.
Hermann immediately encountered much resistance in the
market. When the unconventional concept was explained to potential customers, most responded: “It can’t be done.” Faced with the
realization that he was trying to push a disruptive technology,
Hermann transformed his sales approach with prospective customers. Instead of trying to educate them about the technology’s highly
specialized features, Hermann simply presented them with a basic
and effective poster that depicted how Roke technology could
maximize a well’s potential. This message was targeted to “the guy
it really mattered to in the field, not the guy who signs the cheque.”
Hermann’s new approach has begun to yield positive results and it is
only a matter of time before his perseverance and ability to communicate effectively to the end-user will make Roke a leader in its field.
Hermann’s experience provided a valuable lesson to the other
attendees: with a creative approach and an open mind, success can
result even under the most challenging conditions.

14

of knowing
your customer.

2013 CETAC-WEST Awards
On Monday evening the spirit of entrepreneurship was celebrated. Long-time CETAC-WEST clients
were recognized for their outstanding efforts in creating innovative environmental solutions.

Each year The Entrepreneur of the Year award is presented to
the entrepreneur who exemplifies the true spirit of entrepreneurship through the demonstration of vision, focus, creativity,
resourcefulness and making a substantial contribution towards
the betterment of the environment.

“

If necessity is the mother of invention,
then cash flow is the father.

– Brent Zettl

”

2013
Entrepreneur of the Year:
Brent Zettl
Prairie Plant Systems Inc.
Prairie Plant Systems Inc. (PPS) brings
biotechnology to new depths, using biosecure growing areas built into abandoned
underground mines in Manitoba and
Michigan.
In the process, PPS is securing Canada as a
biotechnology leader. It is a privately held
plant biotechnology company with a focus
on research and development.

Joe Lukacs presents Brent Zettl with the
2013 Entrepreneur of the Year award
15

The Alumni Achievement Awards are presented to the SMEs that
have demonstrated vision, dedication, perseverance and courage.
CETAC-WEST recognizes these SMEs for their contribution in the
development of innovative and unique environmental solutions.

2013
Alumni Achievement Award Winners:
John MacDonald and Les Lang
The Brimrock Group Inc.
Brimrock Group provides global
consulting and operations
management services to new
and existing sulphur producers, handlers, consumers, and
engineers through its in-house
experts. Collectively they contribute nearly a century of field and
management experience.

2013
Alumni Achievement Award Winner:
Hermann Kramer
Roke Technologies Ltd.
Roke Technologies Ltd. provides
specialized measurement
technologies and engineering services to the upstream
Petroleum Industry. Roke assists
in making informed decisions on
formation evaluation, reservoir
management and ventflow/gas
migration issues by combining
an extensive in house research
and development program with
an “outside the box” approach to
problem solving.
16

2
tuesday

Workshop Facilitator Blaine Lee explained that having a strong
business strategy increases an SME’s competitive advantage.

Business Strategy:
Strategies that Worked…and Didn’t Work
Chances of success in business, as in any pursuit, can be greatly improved
with a well-reasoned and focused strategy. Tuesday’s Business Strategy
session challenged attendees to learn “The Art of Business” by applying the
wisdom of Sun Tzu in developing their strategies.
A recent speech delivered by The Honourable Jim Prentice discussed
five of Sun Tzu’s strategic imperatives extracted from The Art of War. In this
speech, these imperatives were presented and applied to a discussion on
Canada’s energy market:
1. “Without knowing the lie of hills and woods, of cliffs and crags…		
		 you cannot march.”
17

2. “Know yourself.”
3. “Supreme skill lies in deriving victory from changing 		
		 circumstance.”
4. “Share a single will.”
5. “Settle on the best plan; follow the advantage and master
		 opportunity.”
By further applying these imperatives to the business strategies
of the attending SMEs, facilitator Blaine Lee offered the following
interpretations:
1. Know your competition and know your market.
2. Know your own business. Consider your sources of power:
		 control your technology or service, control your finances 		
		 and control your customer relationships.
3. Understand that situations change: many opportunities 		
		 arise from changing circumstances.
4. Your key people must be united. It is important to 			

“

The first thing

you need to consider
about your strategy
is what’s going
right and how you
have gotten

		 communicate your company vision.
5. Choose one market, become dominant, and move to the 		
		 next market. It may not be possible to know which market
		 represents the best opportunity, so CETAC-WEST Mentors
		 advised choosing a good opportunity and adapting the 		
		 strategy as necessary to be successful. It can and will get
		 “tweaked” along the way.
So what makes a strategy a good one, or not good?
Following the discussion on Sun Tzu, four past CETAC-WEST
Entrepreneur of the Year award winners participated in a panel
discussion on “Strategies that Worked… and Didn’t Work” to share
their own experiences.
The first piece of advice was, if there is no business plan, there is
no strategy. The business plan reflects the strategy and is the main
instrument for communicating the CEO’s vision and monitoring
18

”
– Blaine Lee

where you are.

Today’s Panelists

progress. CEOs must ensure that their business plans are reviewed
regularly, revised as needed, and that their employees are regularly
conditioned on the importance of this. To ensure an alignment of
company values executives must follow up with monthly progress
reviews.

“

Keep ahead
of the curve.

”
– Terry Moffatt

Another topic discussed by the
panelists was strategies for introducing new products to market.
One panelist explained that not
only must it be the right market,
but also the right time. Another

panelist expanded on this and explained that while his business
was thriving, a product they thought solved a clear pain in the oil
and gas industry was introduced to a new market and ultimately
failed because the relationship with the end user wasn’t there. It
was through this experience he
learned that continuity in a relationship equals continuity in sales.
It takes careful thought and
perseverance to find a business
strategy that can lead to success for
a growing SME. The panelists, speak-

“

Focus on your

value proposition.
Marginally better

”
– Blaine Lee

doesn’t cut it.

ing in front of a group of budding
and some struggling SMEs, had all
been in similar situations. It was through the sharing of entrepreneurial pains and accomplishments of the now highly successful
CETAC-WEST alumni that Workshop attendees were able to understand that a well-thought-out strategy, followed up by constant
re-evaluations and many more strategic decisions can result in a
much higher chance of success.
Tuesday’s panelists advised Workshop attendees about which
of their business strategies worked…and didn’t work.
(from top) Scott Van Vliet, Sean Frisky, Russ Hebblethwaite
and Terry Moffatt
19

Daily Entrepreneur Business Case Presentations
On Tuesday afternoon, five attendees volunteered or were selected to educate the group about their
SME as well as their current entrepreneurial challenges and opportunities. Unrehearsed and spontaneous, this allowed attendees to realize the importance of a powerful and concise business case
presentation.

Bernard Amell
Nautilus Ponds Inc.
Calgary, Alberta
Nautilus Ponds has developed a new
form of advanced water treatment
for large-scale stormwater ponds and
industrial surface water treatment.

Mary-Lou Manson and Shelly Hill
Canadian Enviro-Tub Inc.
Stettler, Alberta
The Enviro-Tub is an innovative, completely enclosed secondary containment system for small capacity primary
containers in the oil industry.

Brian Peever
Enviro Green Environmental
Innovations
Regina, Saskatchewan
Enviro Green provides a product for the
passive and environmentally sustainable volume reduction of liquid wastes
in rural communities.

The CETAC Mentors
were asked to choose
a daily “winner” who
presented a strong case
given their
current opportunities.

Len Power
Fundamental Technologies Ltd.
Grande Prairie, Alberta
Fundamental Technologies offers
services in project and construction
management as well as environmental services across Alberta including
project initiation, management and
completion thereof.

The finalists, three in total,
would present an in-depth
presentation on Friday
in front of a panel of
well-respected
angel investors.

Tuesday’s Winner
Tom Lambert,
Mistaya Engineering

20

Tom Lambert
Mistaya Engineering Inc.
Calgary, Alberta
Mistaya Engineering’s software tool,
Windographer, processes and analyzes
wind resource data for use in the early
stages of wind farm development
importing raw data to allow for rapid
data quality control and statistical
analysis.

Evening Case Study:
Rockland Scientific
Formed in 2005 by Dr. Rolf Lueck and Dr. Fabian Wolk, Rockland
Scientific (Rockland) specializes in the design and manufacturing
of customized oceanographic instruments measuring turbulence
in marine environments.
Historically, oceanographic researchers developed, manufactured and maintained their own specialized equipment to measure
turbulence. However, as this area of research grew, many of the
researchers entering the field did not have the technical expertise
or time to develop their own equipment. This created a greater
opportunity than either Rolf or Fabian had anticipated within the
market of oceanographic research for an instrumentation line to
measure turbulence.
When entering the research market, Rockland faced established
competitors worldwide. Because of its network of researchers and
knowledge on how to design and manufacture these special instruments, Rockland quickly became a market leader in the high end
market in North America and by 2009, their annual sales of vertical
turbulence profilers grossed over $1 million primarily to oceanographic researchers in the US.
Fabian and Rolf considered different strategic options to
increase their revenue when anticipating potential market saturation. While reviewing these options, they were approached by
a Japanese company Alec Electronics, a leading manufacturer
of oceanographic and environmental research instruments and
systems as well as measuring devices, diagnostic devices and
weighing systems. They were interested in working with Rockland
to specialize in low volume instruments incorporating Rockland’s
top-quality sensor. The two companies negotiated a relationship,
eventually leading to a Strategic Partnership where Rockland
owned the IP for instrument manufacturing and Alec the manufacturing rights.

21

Dr. Rolf Lueck (top) and
Dr. Fabian Wolk (bottom)
of Rockland Scientific
faced difficult strategic
decisions when bringing
their oceanographic
instrumentation line to
market.

Case Study
During Tuesday evening’s case study, the attendee breakout groups were asked to examine various
aspects of Rockland’s business strategy. Fabian, while refraining from directly answering any case study
problems, visited the groups to provide any supplementary market and company background information the groups felt they needed. The breakout groups examined Rockland’s keys to current success,
strategic advantages of the partnership with Alec Electronics, as well as the potential risks associated
with entering possible new markets.

Attendees at the 2013 Entrepreneur to CEO Workshop
participate in an evening breakout group to deliberate
the case study.
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3

Garnette Weber, cofounder of itracks,
challenged entrepreneurs to stay ahead of
their market

wednesday

Market Strategy from an Entrepreneur
“Don’t spread yourself too thin. You need to do what you do well.” Reflecting
on her own experience of finding a market niche on which to focus when
starting her company itracks, entrepreneur Garnette Weber stated that the
goal is to find the juiciest market segment. Wednesday’s discussion explored
how to identify and assess potential market opportunities. Garnette also
explained that it is one thing to get established in your market, and another
thing to lead it.
To stay ahead of your competitors, Garnette recommended understanding what your value proposition is for your market and building on it. She
challenged entrepreneurs with the following questions: What could you
offer to your market that creates substantial value? Are you keeping an eye
on the marketing mix to ensure your product as a result of its placement, its
pricing and how it’s being promoted, is reaching its fullest potential?
With itracks, her Saskatchewan-based online market research company,
Garnette found a unique market opportunity with Fortune 500 companies.
In a world where corporate and customer cultures vary based on industry,
city, and region, she illustrated how it is essential to put equal effort into
knowing the unique needs of the customer and knowing itracks’ placement
in the market. This means sitting down with each customer, understanding
their pain and maintaining relationships on a personal level. As attendees
began to understand the necessity behind market adaptability, Garnette left
attendees with a provoking thought: is it impossible to lead your market, or
is it just impossible with your current approach?
23

Daily Entrepreneur Business
Case Presentations
On Wednesday afternoon, another four Workshop participants presented a summary of their
companies, current business opportunities, and challenges.

Steve Fisher and George Otcenasek
GEMS
Golden, British Columbia
Golden Environmental Mat Services
provides conventional oak-laminated
wooden access mats to companies in
the energy industry.

Mike Curry
Curry Industries Ltd.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Curry Industries is the developer of the
Poly-Fastener system which provides an
airtight seal for silage bags, greenhouse
covers, and more recently, algae bio
fuel pond covers.

Because of their strong delivery,

Otto Krauth and David Westdorp
RDANA Technology Inc.
Vancouver, British Columbia
RDANA Technologies’ SAINT software
provides near real-time situation awareness that is usable for the oil and gas
industry, environmental consulting and
organizations involved in international
aid and emergency response.

Stephen Neal
Canadian Floating Fence Corporation
Okotoks, Alberta
Canadian Floating Fence Corporation
offers an innovative, upright booming
system called the XBOOM that has a
high capacity to contain, direct and
collect water borne effluents.
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Steve Fisher
and George Otcenasek
of Golden Environmental
Mat Services (GEMS)
were selected by the
CETAC-WEST Mentors
to present a more detailed
investment case to a panel
of astute angel investors
the upcoming Friday.

Evening Case Study:
TinyEYE Therapy Services
Greg Sutton was continually exasperated that his sister Marnee, a
Speech Language Pathologist (SLP) couldn’t talk to him because
she was too busy working in the evenings. Taking matters into his
own hands, Greg decided to investigate the “plight of the SLP.” It
became apparent that it wasn’t just Marnee who was left writing
reports on evenings and weekends due to a heavy caseload and
a large amount of travel time between schools. Greg was determined to develop a solution for SLPs using proprietary software
and a webcam to bridge the physical distances, track progress
and instantly create reports. Marnee embraced this concept and
eventually she and Greg formed TinyEYE Therapy Services.
Further research into the school boards pointed towards rising
demand for SLPs yet insufficient budgets to meet that demand,
resulting in a worsening of the “plight of the SLP.” Trials confirmed
that TinyEYE’s software solved a fundamental pain in the market
but TinyEYE still had difficulty getting established. There was
some initial interest from the school boards but despite this,
Greg encountered resistance to the idea of purchasing software
that required the school boards to train their SLPs to use the new
program. Time passed and Greg was counting down the “days until
death” of his business. It was during a pivotal discussion with a
potential customer that Greg’s “Aha! moment” came: What school
boards needed were SLPs to administer therapy services, not just

Marnee Brick (top) and Greg
Sutton (bottom) of TinyEYE
Therapy Services attribute
their success to realizing
the pain of their market and
altering their service to solve
that pain.

the software. As soon as this had been discovered and the services
were offered, TinyEYE closed an $80,000 contract to conduct online
therapy sessions. Greg and Marnee reflected on their success and
changed their approach to become a service-oriented business that
included the software and the SLPs. Since this discovery, TinyEYE
has flourished and is now the world’s largest online therapy provider that has conducted more than 60,000 sessions online and has up
to 40 staff on hand.
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“

We learned
the most from
our failures.

”
– Greg Sutton

Case Study
During Wednesday’s evening breakout session, each group was given the task of determining the
various factors that contributed to TinyEYE’s success as well as what caused a delay in market uptake
once the disruptive therapy software was introduced. Greg was available to visit each group to provide
any additional information about TinyEYE but was careful not to answer any of the evening’s questions.
Staying ahead of the market curve requires some difficult decisions to be made so each group was
required to debate whether an imperfect product should be deployed risking customer dissatisfaction,
or if all bugs should be fixed leading to a later deployment. Finally, the breakout groups evaluated how
TinyEYE could capture the market with its intellectual property still at risk.

Participants in an evening breakout
session discuss TinyEYE’s market strategy

“

All the things
we did right today
is a result of what
we did wrong
in the past.

”
– Greg Sutton
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CETAC-WEST Mentor
and finance guru
Bob Burton helped
entrepreneurs to
appropriately measure
the financial health of
their SME.

thursday
Your Financial Statements:
What are they telling you?

The role of finance expert and returning mentor Bob Burton was to bridge
the gap between the entrepreneur’s knowledge of key financial principles
and using that knowledge to help make management decisions. His session,
a pillar of the Entrepreneur to CEO Workshop, made financial analysis more
understandable and stressed the importance of CEOs being continually
involved in the organization of their financial statements as fundamental
changes take place in the market.
First of all, he said, know the right questions to ask about your financials.
During Thursday morning’s session, most of the entrepreneurs agreed that
they needed an “accounting refresher.”
Many also openly admitted they left
the fiscal details of their company solely
up to the accountant, and that they did
not understand the significance of their
balance sheet. Looking back on the
Workshop, one attendee explained in a
follow-up meeting: “The finance segment
allowed me to take a critical look and make
a clear assessment as to what we could do
to get our company profitable again.”
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“

If you don’t
measure it,
you can’t
manage it!

”
– Bob Burton

Workshop attendees examined income Statements and balance
sheets to better understand how to measure where their businesses
were profitable, where they were losing money, and where growth
opportunities presented themselves. Bob’s effective display of visuals
simplified finance fundamentals across SMEs in various industries.
Certain issues addressed through subsequent years—primarily the
financial lessons—can be difficult to grasp the first time, no matter how
simplified the material. But whether attendees were at the Workshop
for the first time or as a repeat guest, they always extracted valuable
learnings. Repeat attendees commented that “learnings stick” more
and more each time. Expanding on this, one entrepreneur explained
that “with a better understanding of this segment, I better understand my finances and can move forward faster with the vision of my
company.”

The significance of their Gross Margin has been consistently
identified as one of the “top take-aways” of participants year
after year.
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Daily Entrepreneur Business Case Presentations
The final group of entrepreneurs presented their business cases to the group on Thursday.
Here, the entrepreneurs discussed their business opportunities, challenges and plans going
forward for their SME.

Mario and Louise Piche
Sterling Leisure Products
Calgary, Alberta

Sandra Purdy
Prairie Berries Inc.
Keeler, Saskatchewan

Sterling Leisure Products is the maker
of the Covana, an environmentally
friendly, automatic hot tub cover that
enhances safety and heat retention due
to its effective seal.

Prairie Berries is a Saskatchewan-based
company specializing in Saskatoon
berry products as ingredients for the
functional and neutraceutical food
industries.

Sandra Purdy
of Prairie Berries

Martin Taillefer
Maritime Way Scientific Ltd.
Ottawa, Ontario

Doug Thompson
Hell ‘N’ Back Industries Ltd.
Nampa, Alberta

Maritime Way Scientific focuses on
developing situational awareness and
operational decision-making solutions
in a number of institutions encompassing the marine industry based on the
operationalization of scientific data.

Hell ‘N’ Back Industries is a welding and
manufacturing company that offers
high quality, independently-tested to
CSA standards, versatile and patentpending adjustable pipe stands for cold
weather oil production.
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presented a compelling case
and was selected
by the CETAC-WEST Mentors
to prepare an in-depth
presentation to a panel
of angel investors on the
final day of the
Workshop along with
the two other daily winners.

Evening Case Study
Look Before You Leap
Thursday’s case study examined the business of “Mr. Smith.”
Using the fundamental principles of the earlier finance session, attendees reviewed Mr. Smith’s
financials under the helpful guidance of Bob Burton. Here, they explored the components of income
statements and balance sheets with particular emphasis on two of the most critical: gross margin and
cash flow. Was the gross margin properly calculated? Were there any misclassified items? How could the
balance sheet be improved?
This exercise also had attendees predict Mr. Smith’s balance sheet at the current time which allowed
them to see where cash and earnings were distributed and the overall financial health of Mr. Smith’s
business.

Group representatives contribute their
thoughts to a debrief of the financial case
study.
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5
friday

Sandra Purdy of Prairie Berries Inc., one of the three Show Me Your Business
Case finalists, presents her investment case to the angel investors.

Show Me Your Business Case:
Investor’s Panel
Throughout the week as the participants presented their business cases
to the group, they brought forward not only their entrepreneurial trials and
tribulations, but also current opportunities. Each day during these segments,
the CETAC-WEST Mentors were asked to select the presenter with the strongest business case.
The following SMEs were given the opportunity to prepare and present
a formal investment proposal to an approachable panel of savvy angel investors and venture capitalists.
•		 Tom Lambert of Mistaya Engineering Inc.
•		 Sandra Purdy of Prairie Berries Inc.
•		 Steve Fisher and George Otcenasek of Golden Environmental 		
		 Mat Services (GEMS)
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“

CETAC-WEST’s angel investors (from left) Shawn Abbott, Mark Carlson
and Walter Saponja.

The objective of this exercise was to provide both the entrepreneur
presenters and observers with insight on how to clarify their message
and what to focus on when presenting it to investors, customers and
potential buyers. This experience proved to be highly valuable for all,
since it emphasized the importance of entrepreneurs’ product and
market knowledge, and helped to refine their pitches.
CETAC-WEST staff followed up with one of the chosen presenters
after the Workshop and inquired as to how and if the presenter would
alter their business case after this experience:
“How we present our case to other people and ourselves changed,”
he explained. “After the workshop, we took a look – especially at our
financials – and realized we’d be best off with a different growth model
than we had originally planned. We are confident in this decision and
we’re confident in it because of the Workshop. We’re also more confident to be selective with our clients, which we are more able to do as
we grow.”
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The fastest
and cheapest
business
education
you will get
as a CEO
is from your
Advisory Board
or Board of
Directors.

”
– Joe Lukacs

Managing Risk Panel
Each attendee at the Workshop had one thing in common: they chose to accept the risk that goes along
with being an entrepreneur. This was the motivation for holding a panel discussion on managing risk
on the last day. The panel, which consisted of experienced and successful entrepreneurs and seasoned
business executives discussed some areas of risk and some strategies for dealing with them. It was
impossible to solve each risk, therefore it was crucial that entrepreneurs make the effort to at least
identify and prioritize risk.
Panelists for the Managing Risk segment shared the following advice:
•		 Focus on areas that will create value for your business rather than the easiest for you to address.
•		 Pick two or three priorities to deal with, but think about risk all the time.
•		 You can’t predict every outcome (i.e. Taleb’s The Black Swan) so ask yourself: “if this decision causes
		 my business to burn, will I have to alter my lifestyle?”
•		 Find an analogue- another business or a number of businesses that have similar operations in 		
		 most respects, or have done something similar to what you are planning (for example, a joint 		
		 venture with a company you are also considering). Look into whether or not they were successful
		 and why, or why not.
•		 Always maintain the relationship with the customer. It can be risky to use manufacturers’		
		 representatives.
The panelists expanded upon the
importance of the customer relationship. If you have to use representatives,
they explained to the entrepreneurs,
make sure they are reputable and you
can maintain the customer contact.
You shouldn’t use representatives
before you establish and manage a
relationship directly with the customers yourself.
Panelists also discussed the value
of what entrepreneurs can learn
from potential customers about their
market. As an entrepreneur you should

Panelists (from left) Walter Saponja, Keith Brown and Shawn
Abbott, along with the other CETAC-WEST Mentors shared with
entrepreneurs that while the risk that comes along with being
an SME is inevitable, there are ways to manage it.
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not expect your customers to predict what they will buy. They will,
however, share what their pain is and what they won’t buy. This
information is essential, inexpensive, and easy to collect. It is then up
to the entrepreneur to solve the pain and as this panelist explained,
“the solution should be a painkiller, not a vitamin.”
Risk also comes with the formation of strategic partnerships. In
any legal agreements, be sure terms are clear. One panelist, sharing
a personal account, explained that making sure that these expectations were clear and in writing saved him a lot of pain and led to a
long, healthy relationship with his business partner.
In reality, a large fragment of successful SMEs altered their
product or service through time to keep accommodating the need
of their market. There may come a time when an entrepreneur
must put aside his or her ego and separate personal ideas from
customer needs. Every step in bringing a product to market is risky,
but success can come to those entrepreneurs who maintain healthy
relationships with customers, prioritize and manage risk, and tread
carefully over partnerships and legal agreements, provided those
entrepreneurs realize they cannot control adversity, only remain
flexible enough to mitigate it.
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“

Think about
risk all the
time – that way
you don’t
need to worry
about it.

”
– Keith Brown

“If you’re naïve and honest about it,
there are a lot of people who are willing
to help you,” explained Workshop facilitator Blaine Lee. It comes as a surprise
for many of the first-time attendees
of this retreat that though they might
have a different business, all entrepreneurs are facing similar hurdles: developing a business strategy and altering
it as the market evolves, learning the
market, getting the best out of their
financials, and managing growth and
Full-time attendees were presented with a certificate to signify
completion of the challenging week at the 2013 Entrepreneur
to CEO Workshop.

risk responsibly.
Sometimes you need to invest your
time into a task in order to fully grasp
the concept. At the 2013 Entrepreneur

to CEO Workshop, attendees were provided with the chance to step back from their business for 5 days:
a small amount of time in the grand scheme of things. Valuable business basics were examined. Networks grew and entrepreneurs gained the confidence to move forward with a strong strategy knowing
that they were not the only ones with many of the problems they are facing. And as the entrepreneurs
continue to expand their networks, previous clients use insight gained at the Workshop to work towards
their business goals with a stronger vision and a broader network.
The combination of a little more “sinning” than
previous years (or attendees were just getting caught
more), a few tip-offs throughout the week, and the
enthusiastic efforts of this year’s Sheriffs resulted
in $1,300 in fines being collected from attendees
throughout the week – the most raised for deserving
charities in Workshop history.

Workshop Sheriffs Doug
Thompson (left) and Bob
Golding (right).
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Appendix A:
2013 Attendee Survey
When asked to complete an Attendee satisfaction survey towards the end of the Workshop,
the participants’ highest rankings went towards the Daily Business Case Presentations, Monday’s
Entrepreneur Interview, and Friday’s Managing Risk Panel as the most valuable. From every one of
the eight segments, Workshop participants were given a rare opportunity to absorb learnings from
like-minded entrepreneurs and take those lessons and use them in making important executive
decisions for their own businesses.

Attendee Survey Results
Daily Attendees Business Case Presentations
Entrepreneur Interview
Managing Risk Panel
Show Me Your Business Case
Business Strategy Panel
Group Case Study
Marketing Strategies
Financial Statements
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At the closing of the 2013 Entrepreneur to CEO Workshop, attendees were asked to state their most
valuable takeaways from the five day retreat. Among the varied statements were many themes that were
common. Typical was:
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Other comments extracted from the 2013 Attendee Survey:

“It’s not just me struggling to grasp all the
challenges of building a business!”
“I am not the only one with the same pain.”
“Know your customer’s pain.”
“Learn from others and never stop improving.”
“Awesome mentoring!”
“I really enjoyed the learning of good
strategies and also the sources of power.
I found myself referring back to those all week.”
“Gross Margin exercise was really good.”
“Marginally better is not good enough!”
“Network, network, network.”
“Our invention is only a tool
in the real job of solving our client’s pains.”
“Focus on a value proposition.”
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Appendix B:
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Appendix C: 2013 Attendee List
				
				
Full-Time
Bernard Amell
Joshua Anhalt
Dale Bateman
Tim Breen
Owen Brown
James Chew
Phyllis Day Chief
Steve Fisher
Colin Fitzgerald
Brian Gifford
Tyler Hebblethwaite
Shelly Hill
Ferron Kenmore
Otto Krauth
Tom Lambert
Shane Lapp
Lara Lukacs
Mary-Lou Manson
Steve Myshak
Stephen Neal
George Otcenasek
Brian Peever
Mario Piche
Louise Piche
Len Power
Sandra Purdy
Jody Sewall
Aaron Sivacoe
Martin Taillefer
Ron Theaker
Doug Thompson
Joe Towers
Jason Tratch
Lynda Wainwright
David Westdorp
Miki Zahner
Branka Barl
Bob Golding
Ana Medina
Karl Miller
Patricia Neale
Al Scott
John Stroh

Nautilus Ponds Inc.
GreenPath Energy Ltd.
Entrepreneur
Sulphur Experts
Isis Geomatics Inc.
Tervita
Advanced Water Technologies Inc.
Golden Environmental Mat Services
1224852 Alberta Ltd.
Seahorse Industries
Enviro Vault Canada Ltd.
Canadian Enviro-Tub Inc.
Kenmore Holdings Inc.
RDANA Technology Inc.
Mistaya Engineering Inc.
Grow The Energy Circle
Earth Drilling Company Ltd.
Canadian Enviro-Tub Inc.
Isis Geomatics Inc.
Canadian Floating Fence Corp.
Golden Environmental Mat Services
Enviro Green Environmental Innovations
Sterling Leisure Products
Sterling Leisure Products
Fundamental Technologies Ltd.
Prairie Berries Inc.
TCB Welding & Construction
Technalogix Ltd.
Maritime Way Scientific Ltd.
Digital Solar Heat
Hell ‘N’ Back Industries Ltd.
Global Forensics Inc.
EcoLibra Systems Inc.
TCB Welding & Construction
RDANA Technology Inc.
Accurata Inc.
National Research Council
– Industrial Research Assistance Program (NRC-IRAP)
NRC-IRAP
WADE Canada
NRC-IRAP
Alberta Enterprise and Advanced Education
Alberta Innovates Technology Futures (AITF)
AITF
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Part-Time
Mike Curry
Bill Halley
James Holoboff
Elona Malterre
Brian Rosentreter
Bill Sewall
Larry Sparks
Judy Teare
Henri Tessier
Frank Zahner

Curry Industries Ltd.
AITF
Process Ecology
EnviroLine
Global Analyzer Systems Ltd.
TCB Welding & Construction
Kootenay Rockies Innovation Council
Expander Energy Inc.
Cal-Scan Services Ltd.
Accurata Inc.

Special Guests and Mentors
Shawn Abbott
Keith Brown
Bob Burton
Mark Carlson
Louise Clarke
Ian Dowsett
Sean Frisky
Russ Hebblethwaite
John Jorgensen
Walter Kmet
Hermann Kramer
Blaine Lee
Joe Lukacs
John MacDonald
Terry Moffatt
Steve Morris
Don Quist
Walter Saponja
Lynda Skene
Greg Sutton
Jamie Swallow
Scott Van Vliet
Peter Veress
Garnette Weber
Fabian Wolk
Karen Young
Brent Zettl

iNovia Capital
Mentor
CETAC-WEST
AVAC Ltd.
LAC & Associates
Mentor
Ground Effects Environmental Services Inc.
Enviro Vault Canada Ltd.
Mentor
Mentor
Roke Technologies Ltd.
MBlee & Associates
CETAC-WEST
Brimrock Group Inc.
Mentor
Morris Coaching
Mentor
Mentor
Genesis Projects
TinyEYE Therapy Services
Sulphur Experts
Environmental Refuelling Systems Inc.
Vermax Group Inc.
iTracks – Experts in Online Research
Rockland Scientific
AITF
Prairie Plant Systems Inc.
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The 2014
Entrepreneur to CEO Workshop
will take place
April 28 to May 2, 2014
at The Banff Centre,
Banff, Alberta

3608 - 33 Street NW Calgary, Alberta Canada T2L 2A6
T 403.777.9595 F 403.777.9599
E cetac@cetacwest.com W www.cetacwest.com
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